
Conclusions

The experimental tasks stated above are focused on developing pupils’ key skills for learning to solve problems, for developing interpersonal relationships and communication among students. The aim of the experiments is to create the right conception of the term thermal conductivity and 

understanding its practical consequences. The emphasis is placed on the difference between body temperature perception of different materials and their actual temperature, on the ability to explain the physical cause of this "false" perception and the practical implications of this phenomenon.

The problem still remains, after teaching, at the wrong preconceptions created in test questions 5 and 6 which are based on pupils’ own perceptions of the term thermal conductivity. For class 8.B, where the measurement showed no immediate feedback, thermal conductivity terms remain still 

in the field of preconceptions. Class 8.A, having worked with IR Thermometers Vernier, had the possibility of immediate sensation and comparison of their physical measurements. Here, the concept developed, for the majority of students, correctly. The research shows that the use of ICT 

supported gadgets eProLab leads to better and more efficient formation of concepts for students thanks to clarity and immediate feedback.
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Abstract:

The paper deals with finding out the level of pupils’ preconceptions and the follow-up formation of conceptions in the thematic unit of Molecular Physics and Thermodynamics of elementary school pupils. Based on the found misconception, a suggestion of three experimental tasks is 

submitted. These are used to eliminate the incorrectly created preconceptions. The aim of the experiments is to compare the sensory perceptions of heat with the actually measured temperature values and to explain the resulting differences between feelings and physical reality. In one group, 

pupils work with eProLab sets supported by ICT, in the second one there is a classic experiment without any immediate feedback. The paper evaluates the level of preconceptions created in both groups.
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